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List of Register Numbers of candidates who are called  for
the Certificate verification/Counselling (7 th Phase) is
scheduled to be held on  22 .02 .2016  at 10.00 AM  for  Direct
Recruitment to the NON-ORAL TEST POSTS INCLUDED IN
THE COMBINED SUBORDINATE SERVICES EXAMINATIONS-I,
2011-2013  at the Office of the Tamil Nadu Public Service
Commission, Frazer Bridge Road, V.O.C Nagar, Chennai -
600 003 (Near Govt. Dental College & Chennai Fort Railway
Station) based on the results of the written examination held
on 04.11.2012.

03807025  05718017 06142091 16121287 19144153 25103065
25140150 25170235 27116021 27701011 30103093 51012105
60704228 70807052 and 70816257

Note:
1. Mere inclusion of the Register Numbers of candidates

will not imply that his/her candidature has been fully
cleared by the Commission.

2. The admission of the candidates whose Register
numbers are found in the above list is  based on the
particulars  furnished  in their applications such as age,
educational qualification, community etc., subject to
verification/acceptance of all documents, educational
qualification possessed by him/her, clarification
regarding community status and its acceptance, etc., as
the case may be, wherever necessary. If any of their
claims are found to be false or incorrect and consequently
if they become ineligible, their candidature is liable for
rejection at any point of time.

3.  The candidates will be allowed to the Counselling if they
are found eligible in the certificate verification.

4. The admission of the candidates to counselling for the
Non-Interview posts included in CSSE-I, 2011-2013 is
based on the claims made by the candidates in their
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online applications.  If any of the claims are found to be
false or incorrect and consequently if they are found
ineligible, the candidates  will not be permitted to attend
the counselling.

5. The admission of the candidates for counselling is purely
provisional subject to the outcome of  W.P.No. 29616/2014
and other OAs/WPs, pending if any on the files of the
Hon’ble High Count, Madras/Madurai Bench of Madras
High Court relating to this recruitment.

6. The candidates summoned to the counselling are not
assured of selection.  They are allowed to take part in
the counselling to choose their choice of  post subject
to availability of vacancies in their respective reservation
categories when  they reach their turn as per their
ranking position and subject to their eligibility.

Chennai - 600 003.                                      SECRETARY.
     Dated :  10TH  FEBRUARY 2016.


